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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we suggest the security tree scheme using dynamic identity-based broadcast encryption, using this scheme, it is possible to parted a message to many linked nodes and represent these nodes as security tree and give every receiver permission to read special linked nodes from security tree.

General Terms
Online Social Website is stretched over worldwide such as Facebook, Linked In; and there are many security threats by attackers. In addition because sensitive data is concentrated on the central server, privacy can be exposed to SNS provider as well as malicious users. To overcome this problem, many previous researches suggest data may not be stored in central server. When a user transmits a message, then server does not interfere with the process. Thus, the user who transmits a message needs way to message their key that are used to message the key that are used for message encryption scheme.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Online Social website is stretched over worldwide such as Facebook, Linked In; Social Network Service market is stretched over worldwide. According to e-markets survey, the number of SNS users seems to surpass the 10 million users worldwide [1]. According as many users use SNS, Privacy exposure has become a problem. To overcome this problem, each service provides different solutions. Nevertheless, privacy exposure is still a problem, becomes sensitive data generated by users stores in central server. To overcome this problem, many previous researches suggest decentralized system SNS [3], [4], [5]. Unlike the centralized system, the systems have the concept of peer to peer network. Thus communication between the users is carried without the central provider because the decentralized systems do not have the central provider; the users in the systems should have the security systems without the central provider. When we need to send a message that contain more than one part, and we need to allocate for each receiver a special part. Above all, the system need to the encryption scheme for transmitting the user’s information and linked nodes that determined parts for each receiver. In this paper, we suggest the security tree for encryption in decentralized systems. In the system does not have the central server, each user have a key and list of linked nodes in security tree that determined special nodes to decrypt from your message? To obtain the efficient security tree in encryption message in decentralized system. We will use the concept the dynamic identity-based broadcast encryption scheme proposed by Jiang [7]. This paper organized as follow section II reviews identity-based broadcast encryption scheme. Section III explains the methods that used to modify Jiang, H's DIBBE scheme. Section IV explains the results that obtain by modify Jiang scheme. Section V discuss of roll scheme. Section VI concludes.

2. RELATED WORK
Identity-Based Encryption [8] is type of public key encryption. The encryption is suggested by Shamir 1984. In this cryptosystem, the public and identifiable information such e-mail, phone number is used as public key and private generator generates the corresponding private key. The sender’s uses and IBE do not need to look up the public keys and corresponding certificates of the receivers, because the identities (e.g. emails or IP addresses) together with common public parameters are sufficient for encryption.

The concept of identity-based broadcast encryption scheme [6], the authority generates user’s private key using master secret key and each user identity, and transmits an encrypted message through a broadcast channel. Then valid receiver can decryption the message using has private key.

Identity-Based Broadcast Encryption has some problem. First, the maximum number of users should be predetermined. Second, each receiver must know all of the receivers. However, it is natural that each receiver knows only his own information. To solve these problems, the concept of Dynamic Identity-Based Broadcast Encryption was introduced by Jiang [7]. This scheme consists of four algorithms: Setup, Extract, Encrypt and Decrypt.

3. METHODS
In this paper, we will parted a message to many parts, this parts represent as linked nodes, node that represent container of data. These linked nodes represent as binary tree that refer to security tree. In Jiang H’s DIBBE Scheme [7], we need to modified Encrypt and Decrypt algorithm to parted the message and apply Security Tree.

3.1 Security Tree
In this paper, we will define a security tree as a binary tree that contains a finite set of one or more data items (or nodes) such that: 1-There is a special node called the root of tree. 2-Removing nodes (or data item) are partitioned into number of mutually exclusive (i.e., disjoined) subsets each of which is itself a tree are called sub tree. Now we discuss a two ways of representing binary tree T in memory: 1-Sequential representation using arrays 2-Linked List representation.
A binary search tree is a binary tree, which is either empty or satisfies the following properties: every node has a value and no two nodes have the same value (i.e., all the values are unique), if there exists a left child or left sub tree then its value is less than the value of the root and the value(s) in the right child or right sub tree is larger than the value of the node. All the nodes or sub trees of the left and right children follows above rules.

The most popular and practical way of representing a binary tree is using linked list (or pointers). In linked list, every element is represented as nodes. A node consists of three fields such as: 1- Left child (L Child). 2- Information of the Node (Info). 3- Right child (R Child). The L child links to the left child node of the parent node. Info holds the information of every node and R child holds the address of right child node of the parent node (see Figure 3).

The basic operations that are commonly performed a binary tree is listed below: Create an empty binary tree, traversing a binary tree, inserting a new node, deleting a node, searching a node. The tree must be searched to determine where the node is to be inserted and then the node is inserted into the tree. The node to be deleted has no children then any one of the following conditions arises: The node to be deleted has no children, the node has exactly one child (or sub trees, left or right sub tree) and the node has two children (or two sub trees, left and right sub tree).

3.2 Setup (λ)
Given the security parameter λ a bilinear map group system B = (F, G₁, G₂, G₇, e(., .)) is constructed such that |P| = λ. Also, two generators g ∈ G₁ and h ∈ G₂ are randomly selected as well as a secret value γ ∈ Z∗. Choose a cryptographic hash function: H: {0,1}∗ → Z∗. B and H constitute system public parameters. The master secret key is defined as MSK = (g, γ). The public key PK = (v, h) is where v = e(g, h).

3.3 Extract (MSK, ID)
Given MSK = (g, γ) and the identity ID, it outputs: SK = \frac{1}{g^{\gamma} H(\text{ID})^{\gamma}}.
3.4 Encrypt (S, MSK, PK)

Assume for notational simplicity that $S = \{ID\}_{i=1}^n$. Given PK = (v, h), the broadcaster randomly picks k, r $\in Z_p$ and computes $Hrd = (T_1, T_2, C_1, C_2)$ and K where $T_1 = r \cdot y^1 \mod p$ , $T_2 = \Pi_{i=1}^n (H(ID_i)) \mod p$ , $C_1 = g^{-k \cdot r}$, $C_2 = h^{k \cdot T_1 \cdot T_2 \cdot r}$, $K = v^2$. Encrypt outputs (Hrd, K). (Then K is used to encrypt the message) [7].

In this paper, we assume a group of Linked Nodes the present as tree that refer to ST = \{LN\}_{i=1}^n, ST is refer to Security Tree, LN is refer to Linked Node, and a group of linked nodes that present LN = \{P\}_{i=1}^n and P is refer to part of message and every receiver take list of linked nodes that determined by sender RLN = \{R, \{P\}_{i=1}^n\}_{i=1} and we to add to header of message ST, RLN to become: $Hrd = (T_1, T_2, C_1, C_2, ST, RLN)$ Encrypt output (Hrd, K). (Then K is used to encrypt the message.

3.5 Decrypt (S, ID_i, sk_{ID_i}, Hrd, PK)

In order to retrieve the message encryption key K encrypted in the headerHdr = (T_1, T_2, C_1, C_2), user with identity ID_i and the corresponding private key $sk_{ID_i} = 1/g^{x_{ID_i}}p$ computes. $K = (e(C_1, h^r \cdot y^{T_1}), e(sk_{ID_i}, C_2)) \cdot T_2$ with $p_{12}(y) = (T_1 - T_1 \cdot T_2) \mod p$. When receiver decrypt a message, first determined a list of linked nodes correspond to ID second decrypt the nodes (Message parts).

4. RESULTS

4.1 Security Requirement for P2P Social Network with DIBBE using Security Tree

We need some security requirements for communicating securely. We explain security requirements for SNS in Table 1 [1] [2] [9] [10].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security Requirement</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access Control</td>
<td>SNS should prevent leakage of personal information and unintended spread of information. Thus, SNS should support success control about user’s contents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td>SNS should provide encryption in order to maintain the confidentiality of the content transmitted between users. Also, SNS shall ensure the confidentiality transmitted that is stored on a server to cope with intentional information leakage of internal managers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>The user who wants to communicate with other users can access from every device.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity</td>
<td>SNS should provide the integrity of the information generated by authorized users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy</td>
<td>SNS should protected users privacy from any others both internal and external malicious users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward</td>
<td>The user who wants to transmit message</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table1. Security Requirements for SNS

4.2 Security Tree Scheme Using DIBBE

The users, who want to receiver a message, sent by Sender, should send his own ID and public key to Sender S. Using these values; Sender can first specify Linked Nodes for every receiver, second send a message to the users who sends the values (see Figure 6).

In this paper, we need to define new security requirement, Security Tree Secrecy. If user adds some users to receiver group and specify some of linked nodes from security tree in the message, involved users in the group cannot read other linked nodes that don’t specify for this user that written by the user.

4.2.1 Setup

For sending a message, Sender receive a public key IDs from receivers, determined the linked nodes in security tree from a message for every receiver.

4.2.2 Extract

Sender who wants to send a message is provided receiver identity, public key from own storage. Using master secret key and receivers identity, Sender generate receivers private key $SK_{ID}$ and he transmits the private key that is encrypted using receivers public key, respectively. Using Security Tree, he determined Linked Nodes for every receiver.

4.2.3 Encrypt

Sender generates K and r randomly, and he calculates Hrd and K using k, r and receiver’s identity, and the sender broadcasts Hrd and PK (see Figure 7).

4.2.4 Decrypt

Receiver 1 who is including receiver group can calculates the key K and linked nodes that determined for Receiver 1 that can decrypt the messages transmitted by sender. But Receiver 2 who is not included in receiver group each receiver can read linked nodes that determined by sender and cannot read other this.
5. DISCUSSION
The suggest Security Tree scheme is to manage message contents that read by receiver for encryption message in decentralized systems for SNS. In these systems, there are no SNS providers, because of this; the systems are safe from internal attackers. In these systems, there are linked nodes for every receiver in group of receivers, because of this; the system is safe from internal attackers in a group of receivers. Despite this advantage, the user in the systems should have the security systems without the central provider. In this paper, we provide the security systems using DIBBE. The user who wants to send a message broadcast the message to all users. If the user receivers the message is included in receiver group, then the user can read linked nodes contents that specified for him, otherwise the user cannot read the message. If the user who transmits the message wants to add new receiver or to remove a receiver. There the user can simply modify the receiver group and system of linked nodes of message. Although the decentralized systems do not have the SNS provider, the systems can have the security systems using DIBBE suggested by Jiang. Using this scheme, the user who wants to transmit the message securely by every user in receiver group has a list of linked nodes in security tree from a message that can read.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security Requirement</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access control</td>
<td>The user who transmits message chooses identity of users who receive the message from users storage. Because the user encrypts the message using the key made of receivers identity stored in the users storage, users who receive the messages can decrypt the encrypted message using their own private key. Users who can decrypt the encrypted messages are regarded that the users have accessible permission.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td>Every message transmitted by users is encrypted using a proper key. The key used to encrypt is the key made of receiver’s identity. Thus, to encrypt the encrypted message, receiver should use the private key corresponded to their identity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>The user who wants transmit a message can always encrypt the message using receivers identity stored in the user’s storage. Also, receivers can always decrypt the encrypted message because the message is encrypted using the key made of their identity.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integrity</td>
<td>In this scheme, every encrypted message should be attached with secure systems that apply of cryptographically secure hash function. The identity of message transmitted by users can be checked by validating the secure systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy</td>
<td>A user who transmits a message should encrypt the message using receiver’s identity. Receiver can decrypt the encrypted the message using his own private key. This, users who are not included in receiver group cannot read the encrypted message.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward Secrecy and Backward Secrecy</td>
<td>Using DIBBE, the user who wants to transmit a message encrypts the message using receiver’s identity. These, In the process of encryption, users who will receive the message are determined. If the user who sends a message wants to add new users private key in extract step, then the user sends the key to new user and the user encrypts a message using new users identity, this, new receiver can read the encrypted message. However, the receiver cannot read the message that was encrypted previously. Therefore, our scheme supports backward secrecy. If the user don’t wants to share his information with a receiver any more, he will not use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the receiver cannot read the message that is encrypted subsequently. Therefore, our scheme supports forward secrecy.

| Security Tree Secrecy | In this paper, we support Security Tree in one message if user who transmits a message adds user to some of linked nodes this linked nodes permissions to read some of message contents, receiver not read other linked nodes. Therefor this scheme is more security. |

6. CONCLUSION
According as many users use SNS, various security threats have occurred, for this reason, SNS provides various solutions, but, the SNS provided by SNS providers does not solve the problem of privacy exposure by SNS providers. To overcome this problem, many previous researches suggest decentralized systems for efficient Security Tree Scheme we used the concept of Dynamic Identity-Based Broadcast Encryption Scheme proposed by Jiang. Using this method, the user who transmits a message may not store sensitive information in central server. By security tree scheme we can put a huge message of data in small parts and organized these parts as linked nodes in security tree. Every receiver in sender store has permission to decrypt some linked nodes that determined by sender, other linked nodes not allow for decrypted.
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